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Abstract 

The doctrine of theological determinism and human freedom has 

continued to generate fierce debate among scholars of religion, 

theology and philosophy. While some scholars hold tenaciously that 

it leaves no room for human freedom and responsibility, others are 

of the view that theological determinism is compatible with human 

freedom and responsibility. Thus, this philosophical research is an 

attempt towards reconciling both views. The research argues that 

theological determinism which involves a very strong conception of 

divine sovereignty, foreknowledge and preordination over the world 

and human affairs does not contradict human freedom and 

responsibility but endorses it. The study concludes that God by his 

wisdom and infallible knowledge has also endowed in humans the 

freewill to choose between alternatives. Thus, man is responsible for 

his actions because he is a rational and free agent.  

 

Key Words: Theological determinism, human freedom and 

responsibility, and reconciliation. 

 

Introduction 

There are basically two versions to the doctrine of “theological 

determinism”. The first is based on the notion of foreknowledge; which 
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holds that God is an omniscient being, hence, he knows the past, the present 

and the future. This follows that the future can only be what God knows it 

to be. No alternatives are possible. For example, if God knows that it is 

going to rain tomorrow, then regardless of all other circumstances, it will 

definitely rain. Closely associated with this notion is the concept of divine 

preordination or predestination which sees God as the ultimate cause 

behind everything. In this case, God is believed to have preordained all that 

will ever occur and there can be no deviation from the future’s present 

pattern. The preordination of the future is by definition a kind of 

determinism. This notion of theological determinism is similarly taught by 

the Protestant Reformers, especially Martin Luther and John Calvin who 

believed that God predestined some for salvation and others for damnation 

as Omoregbe (1996:30&31) observes.  

Therefore, the basic idea about theological determinism, judging 

from the above interpretations is that all events in the universe happen 

according to God’s foreknowledge and divine will or preordination. Hence, 

like divine sovereignty and providence, theological determinism holds 

sway that the creator knows all his creatures, “is operative in all that 

transpires in the world, and directs all things to their appointed end” 

(Lloyd-Jones, 1996). Ordinarily, this should not constitute difficulty 

especially when understood within the context of the biblical worldview. 

However, the doctrine of theological determinism constitutes a major 

problem on the ground that it immediately impinges on total human 

freedom and responsibility. For example, if God is said to possess 

foreknowledge or preordained all that happens in the world and human 

activities, then to what extent is man free and responsible for much of what 

happens? The paradox is; how can God be omnipotent and omniscient and 

humans be free and autonomous? Indeed, it is difficult to accept the one 

without in one way or the other apparently rejecting the other. This research 

therefore, is an attempt to assess the doctrine of theological determinism 

with respect to human freedom and responsibility. The paper begins by 

spotlighting some biblical passages that tend to compound the problem of 
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theological determinism and human freedom and responsibility and then 

proceeds to identify and discuss three models of theological determinism 

that appear inconsistent with human freedom. Thereafter some alternatives 

are presented and discussed. 

 

Conceptualizing Theological Determinism using some Biblical Passages 

The seemingly irreconcilable tension between theological 

determinism and human freedom and responsibility can be observed by 

comparing these biblical passages.  First, is Romans 8:29-30 (NIV) which 

states as follows “For those God foreknew he also predestined to be 

conformed to the likeness of his Son… And those he predestined, he also 

called; those he called, he also justified; those he justified, he also glorified”. 

Also, Acts 13:48 has this to say: “… and all who were appointed for external 

life believed” (NIV). While Exodus 14:4 reads as follows: “And I will harden 

Pharaoh’s heart, and he will pursue them. But I will gain glory for myself 

through Pharaoh and all his army, and the Egyptians will know that I am 

the Lord” (NIV). For sure, the above three passages appear not to leave 

room for human freedom and responsibility because God is seen as 

ordering all things in human life. However, a closer look at another biblical 

passage tends to shift the responsibility for human actions not to God but 

to humans. For instance, 2 Corinthians 5:10 reads thus:  “For we must all 

appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each one may be 

recompensed for his deeds in the body” (NIV).  

It should be stated that while the first three passages affirm 

theological determinism in clear terms, the latter statement shift the 

responsibility for human actions to humans. Of course, this appears to 

create serious tension because it seems puzzling that God could somehow 

preordain all events and human beings still become responsible for their 

actions or deeds. Obviously, theological determinism in this instance if 

accepted will put a huge question on the issue of foreknowledge, 

preordination and human freedom. If God is omniscient then he knows our 

every future freely made decision. The implication being that when we 
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make a “free” decision we are simply fulfilling a predetermine action 

already mapped out for us by God. So is theological determinism consistent 

with Human freedom and responsibility? It is this philosophical problem 

that challenges us to articulate the degree to which the doctrine of 

theological determinism may adequately apply to human freedom and 

responsibility without creating any form of ambiguity.  

 

Three Models of Theological Determinism 

 In a bid to understand the problem of theological determinism and 

human freedom, scholars have put forward three models of explanations. 

These include the continuous creation, suspending exclusivity and 

temporal distance models.  

Continuous Creation Model 

The first version of theological determinism is traceable to the notion 

of continuous creation. It gains full strength in Jonathan Edwards (1995) 

“The Great Doctrine of Original Sin Defended”. Though, its root traces at 

least as far back as al - Ghazali (1973). In keeping with traditional theism, 

Edwards conceives God as playing two roles in relation to the world, that 

of the creator and that of the sustainer, or conserver, of all that exists.  Not 

only did God  bring into existence bunch of contingent objects in the 

beginning, but he also, as it were, keeps the universe going in such a way 

that if he were to cease conserving the universes at any time, the universe 

would at that time disappear. It is in this sense that all contingent things 

continually depend for their existence upon God. It is easy to draw a link 

between this idea and the notion that everything that comes to pass is 

determined by God. But Edwards incorporates the doctrine into his theory 

of theological determinism in a central way. On his picture, God determines 

the course of events by conserving the world in a law-like way and he 

conserves the world and its contents by continuously creating them. 

According to Edwards, God’s upholding created substance, or causing its 

existence in each successive moment is altogether equivalent to an 
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immediate production out of nothing. In a sense implying that the existence 

of a thing at a time depends in no part or degree on its antecedent existence.  

Furthermore, in conserving the world, as in creating it, God is the 

total and exclusive cause not only of every object’s existence, but also of 

every property instantiation or change any object undergoes. Putting it all 

together, Edwards theological determinism amounts to this: all created 

objects depend both for their existence and for the instantiation of what ever 

properties they exemplify on the immediate, total and exclusive causal 

activity of God, and the lawful regularities in nature are expressions of 

God’s faithfulness in ordering the world after a fashion that appears, sub 

specie temporalis as though every event were casually necessitated by 

antecedent events. Judisch (2008) has observed that Edwards’s theory 

immediately entails two untoward theses. The first is that there are no 

secondary causes in nature. The second is that human persons like other 

created objects, fail to persist through time. And since the denial of 

secondary causation implies, as a special application, that we have no 

causal influence over what happens in the world - that our choices and 

intention, e.g. are causally ineffective. Then Edwards’ vision of divine 

determination appears incompatible with any construal of human freedom. 

It is reasonable to examine the other two models before attempting to 

establish a position 

Suspending Exclusivity Model 

The second model of theological determinism is a close 

approximation to the first and it bears interesting affinities to medieval 

Aristotelian and early modern concurrentism. According to this doctrine, 

God is still the sustaining cause of the universe and conservation is still a 

matter of the continuous creation. Moreover, God remains the total and 

direct cause of everything that happens. However, on this version, God’s 

willings are not the exclusive cause of event: some events are causally over 

determined by God’s will and the activities of human creatures. Judisch 

(2008:172) notes that theological determinism as construed in this model is 

arguably promising. Still, the intuition remains that God’s activity is too 
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close for comfort. The real worry is not that we have no control over our 

behavior but that it is in equal part being controlled by God, so that our 

actions are not clearly attributable to ourselves but rather to God. This is 

not specifically inconsistent with compatibilist intuition. What the 

compatibilist tends to claim is simply that our actions may be free and 

attributable to us even if determinism is true. But that is different from our 

actions being under the direct casual influence of another agent, with 

purposes, and intentions of their own, at every step. Against this backdrop, 

Dennett (2003) sums up the near consensus as follows: “only if foresighted 

purposeful agents have been manipulating you for their own ends are you 

absolved of responsibility. Those are not your deeds but your 

brainwashers’ deeds in such a case”. According  to a plausible compatibilist 

theory, in cases like these  - which Alfred Mele (1995) dubs cases of 

heteronomy -  the agent being controlled lacks autonomy even if his actions 

are under his control, because he himself is unwittingly and non 

consensually under the control of another agent, and people in such 

circumstances are neither free nor responsible for what they do. Thus, the 

question of whether theological determinism and human freedom are 

compatible still remains problematic. The next section will explore the third 

model. 

 

Temporal Distance Model  

The last model of theological determinism makes no use of a clause 

indicating the distance between divine and human action. Moreover, it 

makes no special assumptions about the manner in which the world is 

conserved by God. Consistent with this theory God specified the natural 

laws, created the initial conditions and then, as Hume (1993:66) aptly puts 

it, “bestowed motion on this immense machine”. Like the previous model, 

this one allows for secondary causation without over-determination. 

Further, it accommodates any number of causes intervening between the 

immediate effects of God’s will and the remote events necessitated by them. 

Last, it does not stipulate that the relation by means of which this 
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necessitation is implemented is synchronic (Judisch 2008:178). It remains as 

natural as ever to say according to Frankfurt (1986:119) that “while we act, 

we are, at the same time acted upon”. Hence, the problem between 

theological determinism and human freedom persists. 

 

Towards Reconciliation of Theological Determinism and Human 

Freedom 

Quite clearly, it is difficult to reconcile the puzzle between 

theological determinism and human freedom without in any way falling 

short of expectation. Notwithstanding a number of philosophers and 

theologians have attempted to provide some useful insights on how this 

issue should be approached. In this light, five possible approaches have 

been put forward for forward for consideration. 

 

The Compatibilist Proposition 

In an attempt to resolve the problem created by theological 

determinism on human freedom, some Christian scholars have proposed a 

successful defense of theism against a theological attack. Planting (1974) is 

most outstanding among them. But laying aside the problems specific to 

Plantinga’s approach, a persistent band of critics has focused attention on 

an assumption considered more central to the viability of any free will 

defense: the assumption that the libertarian analysis of free will is correct 

(Weisberger, 1995 and Manis 2006). They contend that theological 

determinism- the thesis that God’s will is a sufficient cause of all worldly 

events conflicts neither with free will nor with moral responsibility because 

the correct analysis of these things reveals them to be fully compatible with 

determinism generally. This point of view has been criticized by some 

scholars who think otherwise. Given the contentiousness of 

incompatibilism about freedom and determinism, they argue that the free 

will defense appears vulnerable to attack and insist that it is incompatible 

with freedom in a more dialectically useful way (Lewis, 1993:104-120). But 

care must be taken not to assume, as Helm (1997) contends, that the 
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compatibility of freedom and theological determinism straight forwardly 

follows from the alleged compatibility of freedom with “secular 

determinism” since the theistic context involves unique considerations that 

are strictly, inapposite in the secular case. Hence, we still need to look 

elsewhere for reconciliation. 

 

The Subjectivist Proposition 

The second available option is to adopt the subjectivist’s position. That is, 

some compatibilists may wish to follow Fischer and Ravizza (2005), in 

incorporating a subjective component within their theory so that, provided 

certain conditions of reasons responsiveness are met, an intentionally 

controlled agent may be morally responsible so long as he views himself as 

such. In this case, the compatibilist might contend that whereas an agent is 

not responsible if he believes God has determined his behavior and that this 

implies a lack of responsibility on her part, other agents, though equally 

determined by God, may be responsible provided that they do not believe 

they are thus determined, or do not think such determinism conflicts with 

their responsibility. Judisch (2008) also refutes this subjectivist manoeuvre 

as inconsistent with the intuitive requirements for moral responsibility 

which generally motivate philosophers to adopt it.   

Obviously, these two streams of biblical teachings are no doubt 

difficult to reconcile without compromising in one way or the other. 

However, Molina (1988), the counter-Reformation Theologian has tried to 

proffer solution to this enigma by analyzing the doctrine of theological 

determinism in the light of divine middle knowledge based on three logical 

moments or propositions. 

 

The Natural knowledge Proposition 

Approaching it from the angle of foreknowledge and human 

freedom Molina (1988) has argued that although, whatever God knows is 

eternally known so that there is no temporal succession in God’s knowledge 

in that his knowledge of certain propositions is conditionally or 
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explanatorily prior to his knowledge of certain other propositions. That is, 

in the first unconditioned moment, God knows all “possibilia”, not only all 

individual essence, but also all possible worlds. Molina calls such 

knowledge “natural knowledge” because the content of it is essential to 

God and in no way depends on the free decisions of his will. Thus, God by 

means of his natural knowledge has knowledge of every contingent of 

affairs which could possibly obtain and of what the exemplification of the 

individual essence of any free creature could freely choose to do in any such 

state of affairs that should be actual. This is the first logical moment 

according to Molina. 

 

The Counterfactual Knowledge Proposition 

Another way to examine or reconcile the problem of theological 

determinism and human freedom and responsibility according to Molina 

(1988) is to say that God possesses knowledge of all true counterfactual 

propositions, including counterfactuals of creaturely freedom. The 

difference between this second moment and the first is that whereas by his 

natural knowledge God knows what any free creature “could” do in any 

set of circumstances, in the second moment, God knows what any free 

creature “would” do in any set of circumstances. This is not because the 

circumstances causally determine the creature’s choice, but simply because 

this is how the creature would freely choose. Thus, God knows that if he 

were to actualize certain states of affairs, then certain other contingent states 

of affairs would obtain. Molina terms this “counterfactual or middle 

knowledge”, since it stands in between the first and the third moment of 

divine knowledge. This middle knowledge is similar to natural knowledge 

on the ground that it does not depend on any decision of the divine will; 

God does not determine which counterfactuals of creaturely freedom are 

true or false. For example, if it is true that “if some agent X were placed in 

circumstances Y, then he would freely perform action Z then even God in 

his omnipotence cannot bring it about that X would freely refrain from A if 

he were placed in Y. 
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Intervening between the second and third moments of divine 

knowledge stands God’s free decree to actualize a world known by him to 

be realizable on the basis of his middle knowledge. By his natural 

knowledge, God knows the entire range of logically possible worlds. By his 

middle knowledge, he knows, in effect, the proper subset of those worlds 

which it is feasible for him to actualize. By a free decision, God decrees to 

actualize one of those worlds known to him through his middle knowledge. 

The problem of providence and human freedom could be reconciled on the 

basis of middle knowledge as Molina sees it. 

 

The Free Knowledge Proposition 

But there is also the third logical moment which Molina (1988) 

nomenclatures the “free knowledge proposition”. He argued that given 

God’s free decisions to actualize a world in this third and final moment God 

possesses knowledge of all remaining propositions that are in fact true in 

the actual world, including future contingent propositions. Molina believes 

that such knowledge is clearly not essential to God, since he could have 

decreed to actualize a different world. If he had done so, the content of his 

free knowledge would be different. 

It is necessary to note that the doctrine of middle knowledge is a 

doctrine of remarkable theological controversies. No doubt, Molina’s 

proposition as scholars note would resolve in a single stroke most of the 

traditional difficulties concerning the problem of theological determinism 

and human freedom. Molina on this note defines providence as God’s 

ordering of things to their ends, either directly or immediately through 

secondary agents. By his middle knowledge, God knows an infinity of 

orders which he could instantiate because he knows how the creatures in 

them would in fact freely respond given the various circumstances and 

simultaneously wills to bring about one of these orders. He directly causes 

certain circumstances to come into being and others indirectly by causally 

determined secondary causes. However, he allows free creatures to act as 

he knew they would when placed in such circumstances, and he concurs 
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with their decisions in producing in being the effects they desire. Some of 

these effects God desired unconditionally and so wills positively that they 

occur, but others he does not unconditionally desire. He nevertheless 

permits due to his overriding desire to allow creaturely freedom and 

knowing that even these sinful acts will fit into the overall scheme of things. 

God has thus providentially arranged for everything that happens by either 

willing or permitting it, yet in such a way as to preserve freedom and 

contingency.  

Molinism thus effects a dramatic reconciliation between divine 

sovereignty and human freedom. However, scholars have raised objections 

against a Molinist’s account of divine providence and human freedom. It is 

usually argued that counterfactuals of freedom are not bivalent or are 

counterfactual propositions. But these objections have been repeatedly 

refuted by defenders of middle knowledge. For example, Adams (1991) has 

recently argued that divine middle knowledge of counterfactuals of 

creaturely freedom is actually incompatible with human freedom. 

Although inspired by an argument of Hasker (1995) for the same 

conclusion, Adams’ argument avoids any appeal to Hasker’s dubious and 

false premise that on the Molinist view counterfactuals of freedom are more 

fundamental features of the world than are categorical facts. Kvanvig (1989) 

points out effectively in his critique of Adam’s similar argument against the 

temporal pre-existence of “thisnesses (Adams, 1986: 317), that just as we 

have the power to act in such a way that were we to do so, future-tense 

propositions which were in fact true would not have been true, so things 

can happen differently than they will, in which case thisnesses and singular 

propositions which in fact exist (ed.) would not have existed. Analogously, 

the Molinist could hold that it is within our power so to act that were we to 

do so, the truth of counterfactuals of creaturely freedom which is brought 

about by us would not have been brought about by us. 
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Conclusion 

Thus far, in this research, effort has been made to discuss the doctrine of 

theological determinism with respect to human freedom and responsibility. 

It is firmly argued in this research that the doctrine of theological 

determinism which involves a very strong conception of divine 

sovereignty, foreknowledge and preordination over the world and human 

affairs does not contradict human freedom and responsibility. Indeed, God 

by his wisdom and infallible knowledge has also endowed in humans the 

freewill to choose between alternatives. Thus, man is responsible for his 

actions because he is a rational, moral and free agent. 
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